THE CANFIELD

A THERAPEUTIC LANDSCAPE RETREAT

walker young
2020 capstone design project
meg rushing coffee & jim pickel

“People cannot maintain their spiritual roots and their connection to the
past if the physical world they live in does not also sustain these roots.”
christopher alexander

*Front Cover Image - The Canfield Moreno Estate - Paramour Archives
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The Canfield Moreno Estate overlooking the Silver Lake Reservoir - Paramour Archives

The Paramour Estate Archives

The Canfield Moreno Estate 1923 - Paramour Archives
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PROJECT STATEMENT
due to urbanization, technology, and limited access to wild land, we are losing our intimate
connection with nature. we have forgotten nature’s ability to heal us physically, mentally, and
spiritually. this project explores landscape therapy as a way to restore the healing power of
nature.

THEORETICAL PREMISE
what is the role of landscape architecture in therapy and how are we affected by the
removal of natural systems in our environment?
landscape architecture can help us reconnect with nature on a deep level to restore the
imbalance created from...
• urbanization
• pollution
• technology
• loss of biodiversity
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Nighttime in Tokyo - Cosmin Serban

Urbanization - Dryan Shamkahl

Fibonacci in Nature - Guilia May

Forest Path - Markus Spiski

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION
FIRE
700,000 yrs.

Computer
Television
1927

Agriculture
12,000 yrs.

Industrial
Revolution
1760

Automobile
1885

Present
2020

Electricity
1879

Airplane
1903

impacts of urbanization on health
•

chronic stress

•

housing and shelter

•

sanitation

•

violence and crime

•

mental health, loneliness, depression

•

Substance Abuse

•

traffic accidents

•

climate change

•

fuel

•

health inequity

Cell Phone
1975

resource: www.ahta.org/ www.ourworldindata.org

URBANIZATION
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TECHNOLOGY

HEALTH

For 700,000 years we gathered around fire, foraged food from the earth, and been at one with
circadian rythms, seasonal change, living intimately with the cycles of nature. As urbanization
and technology rapidly increase we are beginning to see the effect it has on us physically, psychologically, and spiritually. Since Roger Ulrich’s article “view through a window may influence
recovery from surgery” published in 1984 (Ulrich, 1984), an overwhelming amount of scientific
research has shown the importance of nature and gardens in the healing process. No longer
are trees and gardens simply cosmetic, the medical world now realizes these nature spaces
can affect the bottom line. Today doctors are prescribing patients time in nature for healing
stress, heart conditions, post traumatic stress , and numerous other symptoms. Research is
also finding that time in nature can influence productivity, creativity, and overall happiness
(Marcus et al., 2014). The importance of creating these nature spaces within the urban fabric
is becoming increasingly dire as cities exponentially grow in size and the people of the world
become dependent on technology. While it becomes more difficult to access wild lands we must
consciously begin to design for nature interaction within the city.(Kahn et al., 2012)

View of DTLA from The Canfield - The Paramour Estate Archives

THE BIG IDEA
landmark

an accessible landmark destination is where we will
create a sanctuary.

HEALING

sanctuary

sanctuary
is
created
through holistic design informed by our connection
with nature.

nature

by designing a site that encourages interactions with
nature we reconnect with
nature.

healing

the restorative properties
of nature interaction is a
step towards healing our
SELF, our COMMUNITY, and
our EARTH.
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NATURE

SANCTUARY

LANDMARK

THE BIG IDEA IN ACTION
landmark
•
•
•
•
•
•

the canfield
built 1923
3.85 acres
beaux arts
central
historic site

The Canfield Moreno Estate - Paramour Archives

The Canfield Moreno Estate - Paramour Archives

The Canfield Moreno Estate - Paramour Archives

sanctuary
• memorial
• forest walk
• labyrinth

Daisy Canfield Memorial - Walker Young

Oak Forest - descansogardens.org

Labyrinth - offthegridnews.com

Fireside - Mike Erskine

Gardening - ahta.org

Community Garden - unsplash.com

Heal the Earth - istock

nature
• Immersing ones
body in water
• Sitting by fire
• Hands in soil

Soaking Pool - Esalen.org

healing
• self
• community
• earth

Breathe - Maniraj Madishetti

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
goal - heal the self

objective - reconnect individuals

Heal the Self

with nature by creating sanctuary
space intentionally designed for
interaction with nature.

Chronic stress,
High blood pressure
Anxiety, Grief, Physical
ailments, Mental disorder
Interaction
Connection to self,
hug a tree, lean against a tree
Creativity, Productivity,
smell a flower, see a bee, grass in the
Depression
breeze, hands touching earth, plant a seed,
hear water fall, feel
a splash, feel
the sun, see
Nature
the sun
Forest
set.....
Meadow
Dilemma Garden
lost connection
Water
to nature.
Light
View
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hands in soil - Jonathan Kempe

seeing a non human other - Aaron Burden

periodicity of nature - Hasan Almasi

sunrise - Zac Durante

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
goal - heal the community

objective - create a sanctuary

space that allows the community to
feel connected to their neighborhood and to each other.

Heal the Community

Loneliness, depression
Sense of place
Sense of Community
Sense of Belonging
Laughter, Camaraderie
Interaction
All for One, We are in it
Walk with a neighbor,
together....
Swimming with friends
Sharing fresh garden veggies
connection
A smile
Nature
A hug
Park
A Heart
Trail
Dilemma Garden
Lost connection Exercise
to community. Swim
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being moved by water - Matteo Raw

laughter - Karina Thomson

communion around fire - Kevin Wolfe

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
goal - heal the earth

objective - by creating interac-

tion with nature individuals and communities begin to have a deeper relationship with Earth.

Heal the Earth
Carbon emissions
Water Pollution
Air Pollution
Ocean Acidification
Interaction
Drought
Breathe fresh air
Loss of Species
Walk in the Forest
Biodiversity
Swim in the Pool,

Hike in the Mountains
See a Hawk
Sunset over
Nature
the ocean
Air
Water
Dilemma Soil
Lost connection Forest
to Earth
Animals
Humans
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connection to the trees - Jan Huber

connection to migration - Barth Bailey

connection to species - Britt Gaiser

connection to self - Larm Rmah

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
INTERACTION PATTERN DESIGN
peter h. kahn, jr., patricia h. hasbach
ecopsychology, science, totems, and the technological species . the mit press, 2012.
this design method focuses on the interactions we have with our natural world as a framework for
creating sustainable design. the deeper the interaction the more impact the design. this stems from
research showing that we can only have connection to something if we have a language for that
something. in essence, we will not care about nature if we have not had interaction with nature. As
our world becomes more urban, and wild nature is less accessible, the language will be lost and our
efforts to save the environment will be futile because our interactions with nature will be non existent. below are three keystone interaction patterns to show how this works
THREE KEYSTONE INTERACTION PATTERNS
1. WALKING TO A DESIRED DESTINATION IN NATURE - this is a keystone interaction pattern because
as this action occurs other interaction patterns are revealed. for instance, as you walk to griffith
park observatory you also walk to the top of a mountain. on your hike, you might find special spots
in nature that allow you to gaze onto large expanses of terrain as you watch clouds form or to
find and sit on a fallen stump that perfectly fits your body and provides you rest, or to sit under the
shade of a tree along the way. one interaction creates hundreds more interactions.
2. WALKING ALONG THE EDGES OF NATURE - this pattern reflects our desire to walk the edges of
nature. beaches, mountain ridges, the edge between the forest and the meadow. the edges are alive
and we feel it and are gravitated to these spaces.
3. MOVEMENT AWAY FROM HUMAN SETTLEMENT, AND THE RETURN - our desire to leave the safety
of the group and return to celebration. hunter/ gatherer
18
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walking along the edges of nature - Jackson Philips

navigation by landmark - Carlos Macias

navigation by landmark - Tyler Johnson

walking along the edges of nature - Kalen Emsley

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
A PATTERN LANGUAGE
alexander, ishikawa, silverstein, jacobson, fiksdahl-king, angel. a pattern language. oxford university
press, 1977.
a pattern language will be used in connection with interaction pattern design and sacred geometry.
all three patterns will be used in parallel through site design. it is my belief that the patterns will
overlap giving justification for placement, characteristics, and design framework.
short list of valuable patterns 1.PATTERN 24 - SACRED SITES
“In every region and every town, indeed on every neighborhood, there are special places which have come to symbolize the area, and the people’s roots there. These places may be natural beauties or historic landmarks left by
ages past. But in some form they are essential.”(Alexander et al., 1977)
the canfield is a hollywood historical landmark and has the potential to be a symbol of the community, give the area a story and roots to history. this is a big opportunity for the site moving into the future.
2. PATTERN 62 - HIGH PLACES
“The instinct to climb up to some high place, from which you can look down and survey your world, seems to be a
fundamental instinct.”(Alexander et al., 1977)
the site is the highest hilltop in the area sitting at 720 feet it holding a commanding presence over the city.
3. PATTERN 133 - STAIRCASE AS A STAGE
“A staircase is not just a way of getting from one floor to another. the stair itself is a space, a volume, a part of the
building.” (Alexander et al., 1977)
the site is on a steep hillside and offers great opportunity for unique design with stairs.
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opportunity with stairs, WWY

historical property, Paramour Estate Archives

house on the hill, Paramour Estate Archives

sacred space, Paramour Estate Archives

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
SACRED GEOMETRY
FIBONACCI SEQUENCE
each number is the sum of the two preceding ones, starting from
0 and 1.
the beginning of the sequence starts 0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144...
it is seen in nature in ferns, spiraling tree branches, pinecones, and
flowers
FIBONACCI SPIRAL
the fibonacci spiral is an approximation of the golden spiral and is
created by drawing circular arcs connecting the opposite corners of
squares in the fibonacci tiling.

GOLDEN RATIO
The golden ratio is also called the golden mean or golden section and
is used in mathematics, art, music, and architecture. two quantities are
in the golden ratio if their ratio is the same as the ratio of their sum
to the larger of the two quantities.
A + B = PHI = 1.6180339887.....
A
the golden ratio can be used to create golden rectangles, golden
spirals, and golden triangles.
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resource: www.math.temple.edu

fibonacci spiral in nature - Golden Plant

REGIONAL CONTEXT
LOCATION
• historic estate in silver lake, ca
• built in 1923, architect robert farquar
• silver lake reservoir 1.0 mile
• sunset junction 1.0 mile
• hollywood sign 5.0 mile
• downtown los angeles 5.0 mile

AREA/ TOPOGRAPHY
• 3.85 acres
• 720 feet - tallest hill in the l.a. basin
• 360 degree unobstructed views
• views of observatory, hollywood sign, downtown los angeles,
san fernando valley, san gabriel mountains, the pacific ocean on
a clear day.
SILVER LAKE RESERVOIR

SITE

HWY 2

101 FWY

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Mansion on the Hill - Paramour Archives
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the silver lake reservoir - los angeles times

hollywood - waterand power.org

downtown los angeles - david zanzinger

LOCAL CONTEXT
COMMERCIAL
DISTRICT
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SUNSET
JUNCTION

primary vehicular circulation
secondary vehicular circulation
potential pedestrian corridor
high use pedestrian corridor
activity node
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schindler house silver lake - philip ferrato

the silver lake stairs - los angeles times

sunset junction - los angeles times

the silver lake reservoir - silver lake reservoir conservancy

LOCAL CONTEXT
ZIMAS PUBLIC

Generalized Zoning

04/19/2020

Address: 1923 N MICHELTORENA ST

Tract: TR 7606

Zoning: R1-1VL

APN: 5429030021

Block: None

General Plan: Low Residential

PIN #: 145-5A205 4

Lot: LT A
Arb: None
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City of Los Angeles
Department of City Planning

SILVER
LAKE
RESERVOIR

SITE

LOW USE RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT

LOCATION - Los Angeles, CA/ L.A. County

the paramour estate is located in

SIZE - 167,902 square feet = 3.85 Acres

the r1 district representing low use

OWNERSHIP - Dana Hollister

residential. this is

3 members of the
household for each house.

ZONING - R1 - One Family Zone/ PARCEL
APN NUMBER - 5429030021
PARCEL MAP - Attached
EXISTING BUILDING/ YEAR BUILT 5 BUILDINGS BUILT IN 1923

SILVER
LAKE
RESERVOIR

SITE

SILVER
LAKE
RESERVOIR

SITE

MEDIUM USE RESIDENTIAL
the r2 district hugs the higher use areas
of the neighborhood. it is a fairly densely
populated area of town. many of the homes
in this r2 area are being turned into multiunit apartment/ condominium buildings. this
creates traffic, congestion of cars and
people, and increases the need for green
space, rejuvenation, and reflection.

COMMERCIAL/ PUBLIC DISTRICT
the commercial district hugs the major
roads, sunset boulevard, and hyperion boulevard. this commercial district is close to
the paramour and there is pedestrian con-

nection to hyperion through esthers stairs
a part of the historic silver lake stairs.

0

800

LOCAL CONTEXT

The Estate Pool - Paramour Archives

The Estate Pool - Paramour Archives
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HISTORY
1923 - the historic canfield moreno estate built.
1929 - re imagined as chloe p. canfield memorial home
1933 - daisy canfield dies in a car crash on mulholland dr.
1953 - gifted to the sisters of the immaculate conception.
1988 - historic-cultural landmark number 391
1998 - the estate is bought by the current owner dana hollister.
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200

400

resource: www.theparamour.com

photo of the canfield moreno estate under construction - the pararmour archives

SITE ANALYSIS - NATURAL ELEMENTS

B

C

A

D
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A

C

mature tipu trees - wwy

exotic plant species - wwy

D

B

steep topography - wwy

canary island pine grove - wwy

SITE ANALYSIS - CIRCULATION/ EVENT SPACE

B

C
D

A
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A

small narrow stairs - wwy

B

dirt road to parking - wwy

C

pathway disrepair - wwy

D

overflow parking - wwy

SITE ANALYSIS - VIEWS

B

C

D
A
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A

view south to downtown los angeles - wwy

B

view north to griffith park- wwy

C

view northwest to hollywood sign - wwy

D

view west to ocean - wwy

SITE ANALYSIS - ARRIVAL
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SITE ANALYSIS - NORTH LAWN

SITE ANALYSIS - GREAT LAWN
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SITE ANALYSIS - LOWER LAWN

SITE ANALYSIS - ROSE GARDEN
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SITE ANALYSIS - THE FOREST

SITE ANALYSIS - HISTORICAL ELEMENTS - trees, buildings, walls, stairs, pools
T.

LE

original gym converted
to bungalow

M

GA

GY

Historic fountain with cascading pools out of service.
The four pool structures
remain in disrepair.

MIC
H

EL
TO
R

EN

STAB

original horse stable
converted to employee
housing

AS

LA

BUTL
ER

ST.
NDA

original butler quarters
converted into bungalow

RA

GE

origninal car garage
converted to bungalow

Ficus macrophylla
to remain

Original boulder retaining
walls are used in conjunction with concrete walls for
slope stabilization

Front gate is original to the
property with the initials of
the property owners, a C
for Canfield and an M for
Moreno.

Eucalyptus globulus
to remain
MANSION

Heteromeles arbutifolia
to remain

POOL

Cedrus deodara
to remain
Stairs connect the terraces
and are an opportunity to
create gathering spaces.

Tipuana tipu
to remain
Some of the stairs are built
into the wall foundations
and feel like corridors to
completely unique areas of
the property.

Pinus canariensus
to remain

The foundation of the
original greenhouse built
for Antonio Moreno.

CARNA
TION A
VE.

Walker Young

Walker Young

Pinus pinea
to remain

Walker Young

Large concrete walls provide terracing on the steep
slope. The entire property
is surrounded by a large
concrete wall sometimes
up to 14 feet high.

0’

Walker Young

25’

50’

Walker Young

SITE ANALYSIS - TOPOGRAPHY/ VIEWS/ WIND/ SUN/ TREES

Secondary View
Views through trees

Predominant wind
from North very strong
in Winter months.

T.

DA S

LAN

Primary View
No obstruction

HE

LTO
R

EN

AS

T.

Views to the North
and Northwest to the
San Gabriel Mountains, Hollywood
Sign, and Griffith
Park Observatory

MIC

Views to the West
of Hollywood, Santa
Monica, Pacific
Ocean, and always a
beautiful sunset

The flat areas
within this steep site
offer opportunities
and space to insert
program elements

PERCENT SLOPE
0 - 5%
5 - 15%
15 - 30%
30% plus

Flat Area

Views to the South
of Long Beach and
Downtown Los
Angeles.

CARNA
TION A
VE.

SUN PATH

0’

25’

50’

SITE ANALYSIS - CIRCULATION - event nodes, entry/exit, vehicular, pedestrian

Landa is a quiet street with
little vehicle traffic and mostly
local pedestrians on their way
to the Silverlake Reservoir.

There is no “Grand” entry
gathering area to welcome
visitors or give those leaving a
place to wait for car/ ride.

One car dirt road currently
used to access the overflow
parking at the back of the
site.

Micheltorena St. is a very
steep hill from Sunset
Blvd. Used as a cut
through to Rowena St. so it
is busy, especially at rush
hour.
The only access is
through the Main Gate,
a heavy historic iron
gate opened with code
or clicker. Opportunity for
pedestrian entry portals.

Difficult to find ones way to
the back yard event area.
There is no clear path and
no clear signage.

Mansion Entrance
Existing Event Area
As we begin to need personal cars less could this
area be re-imagined for a
unique program instead of
parking?

Street Entrance
Primary Vehicle
Secondary Vehicle

Secondary pathways are
small, non direct, and
in disrepair. There is an
opportunity to connect the
program areas with more
direct circulation.
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Primary Pedestrian
Secondary Pedestrian

0’

25’

50’

SITE ANALYSIS - TOPOGRAPHY - section cuts
PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

B

B

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

CARNATION AVE.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

A

A

PINE FOREST

MANSION

POOL

MANSION

DRIVEWAY

LOWER
DRIVEWAY

LANDA ST.

A
N.T.S.
A
LOWER LAWN

GREAT LAWN

MANSION

POOL

POOL
DECK

PARKING

MICHELTORENA ST.

B
N.T.S.
B

CONSTRAINTS
2

7
5

7

5

5
6
3

B

1

5
1
4

7

3
N.T.S.

8

2
A
A

CONSTRAINTS
1. Limited Parking
2. 14’ Wall creates isolation
3. Mature trees that cannot be moved
4. Pathways are small and inefficient

5. Historic Property cannot be changed
6. Small Entry no room for gathering
7. Limited entry/ access into property
8. Topography
B
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14’ Wall Surrounding Site - Walker Young

Degrading Pathways - Walker Young

OPPORTUNITIES
2

5

5
C

7

5

3
4
D

6

5

3
1

N.T.S.

8
2
C

OPPORTUNITY
1. Connection to existing historic elements
2. 14’ Wall creates privacy
3. Mature trees create refuge and beauty
4. Views

Historic Fountain in Disrepair - Walker Young

5. Historic property roots the design
6. Large gathering space with view
7. Quiet North side contemplative area
8. Topography
D

80 Year Old Tipuana tipu trees - Walker Young

PROJECT PRECEDENT
NACADIA HEALING FOREST GARDEN

Hoersholm Arboretum,
Copenhagen,Denmark

Built on a 2 acre site this is a forest garden with plant materials creating outdoor rooms to enhance feeling of being immersed in nature. This is a therapeutic landscape in every aspect. It is a
treatment facility for soldiers with PTSD who come here for an immersive 10 week nature based
therapy session.

“The area is designed to be a refuge, a serene environment with richness in species that you mostly enjoy alone, being away.” (www.nataliapantelidou.com)
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

•
•
•

Forest creates habitat for species and biodiversity
Trees purify the air mitigating air pollution
creation of urban forest lowers urban heat index

SOCIAL BENEFITS

•
•

Therapeutic for the patients as well as the family/ friends who might be visiting the patient
It is very unique that this is a therapeutic forest and I like the idea of a larger scale area dedicated for therapy and wellness.

resource: www.nataliapantelidou.com
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forest walk - peaceinminds.org

wooden walkway - natalia pantelidou

native flower meadow - natalia pantelidou

wooden bench - natalia pantelidou

PROJECT PRECEDENT
AVALON PARK AND PRESERVE

200 Harbor Road
Stony Brook, New York 11790

A former residential site it was designed as a 7-acre memorial. The surrounding preserve is designed as a journey through a series of “natural gardens” that represent the different landscapes of Long Island from a rich lowland swamp to the Beech Forest. There is a labyrinth and
wildflower meadow at the top of the hill. Different areas of the site encourage many different
uses, from contemplation to jogging. Embraced as a sacred space, candlelight vigils are held
there. Its intentional design and connection to the local species provides garden therapy to its
many visitors.(www.landscapeperformance.org)
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
• increased biodiversity, 35% increase in identified bird species
• increased the ecological integrity by removing invasive species and planting communities of
natives to create a native meadow.
SOCIAL BENEFITS
• Provides garden therapy and attention restoration to 129,600 visitors every year.
• Provides an outdoor classroom to lead programs in local ecology and environmental stewardship.
• Supplements physical health offering areas to run, walk, bike or jog.

resource: www.avalonnaturepreserve.org
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sculpture - amikewholikestohike.blogspot.com

labyrinth - michael geffel

native meadow - michael geffel

forest walk - avalonnaturepreserve.org

PROJECT PRECEDENT
THE ESALEN INSTITUTE

55000 Highway 1
Big Sur, CA, 93920.

THE ESALEN VISION
“Esalen is a major catalyst in the transformation of humankind, working with individuals and institutions to integrate heart, mind, body, spirit and community in a nurturing relationship with the environment” (esalen.org)
My study of Esalen is in the creation of a mission/ vision which in turn gives the space story, and
connects it to a deeper cause. I feel that in our quest for healing we need to think about our
language and the choices we make to say create exclusivity or community. I also want to look at
their program and how it affects their vision of how the landscape is designed.
PROGRAMMATIC/ SOCIAL STRUCTURE
• Heart - Creative Expression/Life Purpose/ Rhythm/Relationship /Arts
• Mind -Meditation / Mindfulness/ Neuropsychology
• Body -Dance/Healing Arts /Massage/ Yoga
• Spirit - Contemplative / Spiritual Studies/Ecology /Wilderness / Hiking
• Community - Gender, leadership, social political change

resource: www.esalen.org
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quiet cabins - goop.com

hot soaking pools - kia miller

organic garden harvest- esalen.org

group building session - esalen.org

DESIGN METAPHOR
fibonacci / golden ratio
We

can see in the lower part of the memo-

rial the spiraling fibonacci pattern.

This

is a

pattern seen in nature and is closely related

Golden Ratio. The Golden Ratio uses
PHI (1.61803399....) and it has been used in
architecture since the Greeks built the Parthenon. Through use of this ratio the built
world looks and feels in perfect balance.
to the

east meets west
East - Culturally

connected

to

nature

(Toaism, Buddhism)
through design (Feng Shui, Japanese Garden
“Art”) and through physical practice (yoga,
forest bathing, meditation).
through

spirituality

West - The

culture of the west is greatly

influenced by the scientific method and uses
this to influence spirituality (evolution, atheism) design (evidence based design, case studies) and physical practice (jogging, crossfit).

Located at the back of the property underneath some ferns sits the Daisy Canfield Memorial where legend says her ashes were scattered after her untimely
death on Mulholland Drive in 1933.
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By using ancient design methods from the
East overlapped with scientific evidence from
the West we can begin to create a framework
for the design of a space that synthesizes

East and West.

FIBONACCI TEMPLATES
The Fibonacci Spiral

is created by add-

ing the sum of two numbers to the last

1. It looks like this,
1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89.... and so on.
This pattern can be used to design space in
many ways as you can see to the left. All the
designs incorporate the Fibonacci sequence.
number starting with

golden ratio
phi = 1.61803399...
We

can use the

Golden Ratio

to break up

spaces in ways that feel balanced. Multiplying
by

PHI 1.61803399....

or

0.61803399...

we

can explore potential spacial design elements
that mimic patterns in nature.

sacred geometry
The Golden Ratio

and the

Fibonacci Se-

quence fit into a larger group of patterns
called

Sacred Geometry. Sacred Geometry

involves sacred universal patterns used in
design often seen in sacred architecture and
sacred art.

resource: www.math.temple.edu

PROGRAM
REHABILITATED HISTORIC ELEMENTS

NEW & ENHANCED ELEMENTS

HISTORIC GREENHOUSE - 2,000 sq-ft.
• “Interacting with the Periodicity of Nature”

SENSORY GARDEN AND CAFE - 2,500 sq-ft.
• “Reading the Signs of Nature”

ORGANIC GARDEN - 4,300 sq-ft
• “Hands In Soil”

HEART CENTER EVENT PAVILION - 4,500 sq-ft.
• “Sitting by Fire”

THE ORCHARD - 5,000sqft.
• “Harvesting”

THE GREAT MEADOW - 13,350 sq-ft.
• “Walking the Edges of Nature”

HISTORIC FOUNTAIN FOR SOAKING - 4 Pools @ 1,000 cu-ft.
• “Immersing One’s Body in Water”

THE SANCTUARY GARDEN - 3,400 sq-ft
• “Experiencing the Elements”

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS AROUND HISTORIC POOL
• “Viewing from a Vista”
• “Plunging into Water”

THE CONTEMPLATIVE FOREST - 24,000 sq-ft.
• “Following Established Paths”
• “Viewing from a Vista”

STAKEHOLDER

MEDITATION POOL
• “Stargazing”
• “Immersing ones body in Water”

DANA HOLLISTER - owner
STEVE VITALOS - business partner
INVESTORS
EMPLOYEES

USERS

LOCALS/ TOURIST
• couples for retreat
• individuals looking for rejuvenation
• “get away”
• age - 45 - 70 years
• upper middle class
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resource: kahn et al., 2012

PATIENTS
• ptsd
• chronic stress
• heart condition
• depression
• addiction

GROUPS
• community garden
• yoga retreat
• company group building
• cooking class
• healing workshop

couple retreat from the distant city - christopher sardegna

community garden - intermountainhealthcare.org

outdoor cooking class - bluehost.com

group retreat - eric brolin
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EVENT TERRACE - 7,000 SQ-FT

8

4

MEDITATION POOL - 3,400 SQ-FT

5

HISTORIC SOAKING POOLS

6

ORGANIC GARDEN - 3,500 SQ-FT

7

SPA - 1,500 SQ-FT

8

BUNGALOW

9

PINE FOREST - 15,000 SQ-FT.

11 HISTORIC GREENHOUSE

3

6

2

10 ORCHARD

2

D

ENTRY GARDEN - 2,500 SQ-FT

3 MEADOW WALK - 13,350 SQ-FT.

8

D

1

D
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“We often forget that we are nature. Nature is not something separate from us. So when we say
we have lost our connection to nature, we’ve lost our connection to ourselves.”
andy goldsworthy
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ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN - The Canfield
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THE WELCOME GARDEN
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THE WELCOME GARDEN - Plant Palette
Muhlenbergia rigens

Rosmarinus officianalis

landdesignpublishing

Cedrus deodara

Lavendula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’

kiefernursery

Olea europea ‘Swan Hill’

selectree.calpoly.edu

hooksgreenherbs

Ficus pumila

huettldesign

gardeningknowhow

THE WELCOME GARDEN

A PATTERN LANGUAGE
24 - Sacred Site
112 - Entrance Transition

INTERACTION PATTERN DESIGN
vogt-la
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Interacting with the Periodicity of Nature
Viewing from a Vista

THE WELCOME GARDEN
“Make a transition space between the street and the front door. Bring the path which
connects street and entrance through this transition space, and mark it with a change of
light, a change of sound, a change of direction, a change of surface, a change of level,
perhaps by gateways which make a change of enclosure, and above all with a change of
view.” (Alexander et al., 1977)

The welcome garden is a new entry space creating a much needed arrival gathering area. The boulder seats, the view of the distant san
gabriel mountains, the shade of the original deodar cedars, and the
calming reflection of the water feature all help our guest begin to
seperate themselves from the stress of the city.

THE HEART CENTER
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B
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B
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3

3/32” = 1’ - 0”

THE HEART CENTER - Plant Palette
Muhlenbergia rigens

Salvia leucophylla ‘Point Sal’

landdesignpublishing.com

Cercis occidentalis

Sedum matrona

sacbee.com

Rhamnus californica

monrovia.com

naturehillsnursery.com

Agrostis pallens

gardeningknowhow.com

NATS nursery store

THE HEART CENTER

A PATTERN LANGUAGE
125 - Stair Seats
181 - The Fire

INTERACTION PATTERN DESIGN
terremoto.la
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Sitting by a Fire
Cooking around the Fire Circle
Stargazing

THE HEART CENTER
“The need for fire is almost as fundamental as the need for water. Fire is an emotional
touchstone, comparable to trees, other people, a house, the sky.”
(Alexander et al., 1977)

As you leave the mansion to the west I have designed a large group
event terrace with a fire gathering space called the heart center. It
is here guests can gather at night around the fire, perched on large
boulders, sharing stories, laughter, and hardship with nothing but
the glow of the fire dancing off the tipu trees above.

THE ORCHARD
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GREENHOUSE

4

OVERHEAD SHADE STRUCTURE

8

PATH TO ORGANIC GARDEN

C

THE ORCHARD - Plant Palette
Malus domestica ‘Fuji’

Agrostis pallens

harvesttotable.com

Rosmarinus officianalis (container)

kiefernursery.com

Achillea millefolium

sacbee.com

Mentha spp. (container)

goodhousekeeping.com

Quercus douglasii

slcgardenwise.com

internationaloaksociety.org
NATS nursery store

THE ORCHARD

A PATTERN LANGUAGE
170 - Fruit Trees
173 - Garden Wall

INTERACTION PATTERN DESIGN
Foraging
Harvesting
marissa price
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THE ORCHARD
“The fact that the trees are seasonal and bear fruit has special consequences. The presence of orchards adds an experience that has all but vanished from cities - the experience of growth, harvest, local sources of fresh food; walking down a city street, pulling an
apple out of a tree, and biting into it.” (Alexander et al., 1977)

Inspired by dan kiley’s tree grids and islamic gardens the apple orchard is a contemplative space surrounded by large concrete walls
on three sides. It gives guests the opportunity to harvest an apple,
eat it in the shade of an apple tree, and wash your hands in the water
trough while bare feet touch the flowing water in the runnel.

THE MEDITATION POOL
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THE MEDITATION POOL - Plant Palette
Heteromeles arbutifolia

Ceanothus ‘Ray Hartmann’

northamericantrees.com

Polystichum munitum

Arctostaphylos edmundsii

anniesannuals.com

Salvia clevandii

fancyfrondsnursery.com

xeraplants.com

Muhlenbergia rigens

plantright.org

internationaloaksociety.org
landdesignpublishing.com
NATS nursery store

THE MEDITATION POOL

A PATTERN LANGUAGE
71 - Still water
62 - High Places

INTERACTION PATTERN DESIGN
Plunging into Water
Viewing from a Vista
Terremoto.la
groundstudio.com
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THE MEDITATION POOL
“We came from the water; our bodies are largely water; and water plays a fundamental
role in our psychology. We need constant access to water, all around us; and we cannot
have it without reverence for water in all its forms.” (Alexander et al., 1977)

At the back of the property just before the topography dips down to
the organic garden sits a meditation pool with an unobstructed view
to the western sunset. Guests can enjoy an evening soak in the pool
laying on their backs watching the clouds change from white to orange to pink. As the sun sets over the pacific ocean reconnect with
the periodicity of nature, the day, the seasons, the cycles.

THE CONTEMPLATIVE FOREST
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1

ACCESSIBLE FOREST POD

2

FOOT PATH

3

FOREST BATHING POD

4

ORIGINAL Pinus canariensis GROVE

5

FOREST WALKWAY

5

5

E

THE CONTEMPLATIVE FOREST - Plant Palette
Pinus canariensis

Pinus elderica

selecttree.calpoly.edu.com

Arctostaphylos edmundsii

Pinus pinea

selecttree.calpoly.edu.com

Arctostaphylos glauca ‘Ramona’

laspilitas.com

laspilitas.com

selecttree.calpoly.edu.com

Heteromeles arbutifolia

northamericantrees.com

THE CONTEMPLATIVE FOREST

A PATTERN LANGUAGE
64 - Paths and Goals
134 - Zen View

INTERACTION PATTERN DESIGN
Following established paths
Bird watching
omgeiving.be
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THE CONTEMPLATIVE FOREST
“The layout of paths will seem right and comfortable only when it is compatible with the
process of walking. And the process of walking is far more subtle than one might
imagine.” (Alexander et al., 1977)

On the steep south slope an original canary island pine grove is expanded to create a pine forest with views out to downtown los angeles. Gathering areas for groups and individuals are designed to give
guests the opportunity to feel safe within the shelter of the trees
while observing the city below. A gentle sloping forest pathway
allows for casual strolls and quiet contemplation.

THE SOAKING POOLS
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1

1

F

4

THE SOAKING POOLS - Plant Palette
Quercus douglasii

Quercus agrifolia

internationaloaksociety.org

Rhamnus californica

Heteromeles arbutifolia

internationaloaksociety.org

Salvia apiana

Muhlenbergia rigens

kiefernursery.com

northamericantrees.com

landdesignpublishing.com

anniesannuals.com

THE SOAKING POOLS

A PATTERN LANGUAGE
64 - Pools and Streams
47 - Heath Center

INTERACTION PATTERN DESIGN
terremoto.la
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Immersing one’s body in water
Stargazing

THE SOAKING POOLS
“A system of health care which is actually capable of keeping people healthy, in both
mind and body, must put its emphasis on health, not sickness. It must therefore be physically decentralized so that it is as close as possible to people’s everyday activities. And it
must be able to encourage people in daily practices that lead to health.”
(Alexander et al., 1977)

On the north slope I have constructed a series of therapeutic soaking
pools. The design of the soaking pools is based on the layout of a non
working fountain original to the property. The four pools each have
their own pathway entry and have been designed to create a private
user experience.

The Canfield - a therapeutic landscape retreat
heal the self

heal the community

heal the earth

the welcome garden

• watch a sunrise
• take in the view

• meet a friend
• swim with friends

• connect to natural
cycles

the heart center

• stare at a fire
• feel the wind

• stories around fire
• community/ laughter

• feel grounded to
community and place

the orchard

• harvest fruit
• eat fruit

• picnic with friend
• walk with friend

• connect to the seasons with the harvest

the meditation pool

• hold breath
• floating meditation

• sunset with partner
• group cold plunge

the contemplative
forest

• hug a tree
• lay on the Earth

• birdwatching group
• quiet walk with
friend

• take in the shift
from day to night,
light, sound, energy
• feel the symbiosis of
humans and trees

the soaking pools

• water on body
• view across valley

• late night group soak
• hear an owl...discuss
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• let the warm water
rejuvenate

The Canfield - a therapeutic landscape retreat
Given the site a story.
Rooted the site in its history.
Created a valuable destination for the city and the local community.
Through nature we can HEAL THE SELF, HEAL THE COMMUNITY, HEAL THE EARTH
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“In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks”
john muir

A special thanks to Meg, Jim, and Stephanie for their guidance
and insight throughout the Capstone process. I would like to
thank my classmates who pushed me through to the finish line,
my incredible wife Briana, and my loving family who have shown
me support throughout the program.

